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Cannon’s Canon
By Tom Cannon, Fearless Leader

January Meeting
IPA Competition
Washington, D.C.
Saturday, January 12, 2013
(Please Note: No outside food or commercial beer will be allowed at the
January Meeting [HOMEBREW ONLY!];
BURP will provide a limited amount of appetizers to share. The full restaurant
menu as well as commercial beers will be
available for purchase individually)
February Meeting
Cider & Mead Competition
Alexandria, VA
Saturday, February 9

Happy New Year! Hope you all
have had your fill of all of
those spicy high gravity beers
typical of the season and are
ready to start drinking some
regular old hoppy and nonhoppy high gravity beer that
we live on for the rest of the
year!
Speaking of Winter/Holiday
beer, how good were those
competition beers at the BURP Holiday party last month?
Yumm, is what I say! Thanks to all for entering, and getting us ready for the onslaught of the serious Holiday
season. The Holidays are, of course, a family time of
year, and we all know how much alcohol we need to
consume to get through that!

So, on to the New Year and a new slate (mostly) of
BURP officers. For those of you who don’t know me, I’ve
been a BURPer for 22 years, ever since I first started
homebrewing with my wife, Colleen, and two closest
friends, Pat and Janet Crowe. We joined BURP at one
of the Beer Expos we used to have in DC in the early
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
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1990’s, but it was a year before we actually went to our
first meeting. It was the Stout competition in Oxon Hill,
and we entered one of our first all-grain beers, a Classic
Dry Stout. We were pretty happy with that beer, but
when we got our scoresheet, we got a 19 out of 50 with
only one word on the sheet….”PROBLEMS!” After discussing the beer with the Minister of Culture at that time
(Wendy Aaronson) we realized we still had a way to
go to start making good beer. The smartest thing we
ever did to improve our beer and brewing was to join
BURP and become regular members.
Since then, I’ve done a two-year stint as Fearless Leader
in the late 90’s, and have also served as Minister of Culture and Minister of Education. So here I am, back as
Fearless Leader. One would think I would have wised
up!
Anyway, what do we have to look forward to in 2013?
Well, we can certainly count on monthly meetings, including a big Stout competition, a Chili Competition, a
Spirit of Free Beer, a pool party, Mash Out, a BURP Oktoberfest, a Real Ale Meeting, and a Holiday party.
Nothing too surprising. Of course, we also have an AHA
convention in the area in Philly in June and I’m hoping
BURP has a significant presence there. I’m also looking
into the possibility of a BURP bus trip to some of the
new local breweries, but I’m also hoping to hear from
you all about what else BURP can do this year. Any suggestions are welcome, but count on being asked to pitch
in and help out. And really, that’s the best thing about a
homebrew club like this. Helping out with events is a
great way to meet new people that, before you know it,
could be your newest good beer buddies!
Our first meeting is on Saturday, January 12 at Meridian
Pint in downtown DC. I’ve never been there, but have
heard great things about the place. In addition, we are
also co-hosting the meeting with the DC Homebrewers,
a small homebrew club in DC. There are some crossover members with BURP, but most of these guys don’t
know much about us, so I encourage all of you to reach
out and show them what good people we are. I believe
most of these guys are pretty serious homebrewers, so
that can’t be bad! It should be a lot of fun sharing
homebrews with these folks, and also enjoying the great
commercial beers at Meridian Pint. See you all there!

From the Ministry of Culture
By Wendy Aaronson, Nick Griner & Royden Henry
Co-Ministers of Culture

The purpose of BURP monthly competitions is to encourage brewers to advance their brewing skills by improving recipe formulation and/or technique based on
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objective feedback from score sheets or by experimenting with styles they’ve never brewed. Competitions promote education and the availability of great tasting
homebrewed beer at meetings.
First, thank you for electing us as BURP’s 2013 Ministers
of Culture. We look forward to running fun and educational club competitions that promote participation. To
be successful, we need brewers and judges. If you are
not a BJCP judge, don’t worry. We will pair you with a
BJCP judge to get experience. If you want to talk beer,
hone your palate, learn beer styles, and get practice filling out a score sheet, there is no better place than during a competition.
We are still working on finalizing the 2013-2014 Monthly
Competition Schedule. Luckily, the Mike Reinitz and
Justin Housenger – the previous MOCs – provided a
schedule through March. We’ll be continuing with preregistration of beers this year and ask that everyone
register by the Thursday prior to a meeting — we will
not be accepting unregistered entries on the day of a
meeting.
Meeting
2013
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September

October
November
December
2014
January
February
March
April

Competition
India Pale Ale (Category 14)
Meads & Ciders (Categories 24, 25, 26,
27, 28)
Stouts (Category 13)
Light and Amber Hybrid (Category 6 & 7)
Best Beer With Chili
No Competition (Spirit of Free Beer leftovers…free beer!)
Fruit & Spice and Everything Nice (Category 20, 21, and 17F)
American Pale Ale (Category 10A)
German Styles [excluding wheats] (Categories 1D, 1E, 2A, 2B, 3, 4B, 4C, 5, 6C,
7A, 7C, 22A)
Clone Competition – Rules will be forthcoming
Real Ale
Winter Warmer
David vs. Goliath – Battle between Session & Imperial
Belgian and French Ale (Category 16)
Stouts (Category 13)
TBD

Winter Warmer Wrap-up: The last competition of
2012 was held at the December holiday party and was a
popular vote contest. As always, brewers showed creativity in making fine beers to warm the soul. The first
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place beer of the night was Mel Thompson’s hearty
English Barleywine. Steve Marler took second place
with his Pecan Pie Ale. Wendy Aaronson and Bill
Ridgely took third place with a winter warmer made by
carefully blending their Wee Heavy with their English
Brown. Thanks to all the brewers who entered beers and
provided some holiday cheer. And a special thanks to
the 2012 Ministers of Culture, Mike Reinitz and Justin
Housenger, for another successful competition. Mike
and Justin did a great job last year, and we’re happy
that they are taking on the leadership of Spirit of Free
Beer in 2013.
January 2013 Monthly Competition
Our first competition of the year will be India Pale Ale –
Category 14. This includes English IPA, American IPA,
and Imperial IPA. Style guidelines can be found at
http://www.bjcp.org/2008styles/style14.php . The preregistration of beers has been working great and we ask
that everyone register by the Thursday January 10. We
will not be accepting unregistered entries on the day of
a meeting. Please email us at culture@burp.org with the
following information to register: Brewer Name(s), Category and Subcategory, Beer Name (optional). We will
issue an entry number with bottle labels. You will need
at least two 12 oz bottles. Label your bottles with that
number.
Additionally, we’ll need volunteers to judge. The team
style judging of ranked BJCP judge and novice judge has
been very effective, and really gives the aspiring judge
some hands on practice with an experienced judge.
February Competition: It’s time to change gears for a
month and let BURP’s cidermakers and meadmakers
show us what they’ve got. Any form of cider or mead
will be accepted, and we’ll definitely needs some experienced cider/mead judges to lend a hand. Check out Categories 24-28 at:
http://www.bjcp.org/2008styles/catdex.php
March Competition: What better way to celebrate
than with stouts! Anything in Category 13 is fair game—
Dry Stout, Sweet Stout, Oatmeal Stout, Foreign Extra
Stout, American Stout, and Russian Imperial Stout. Style
guidelines can be found at
http://www.bjcp.org/2008styles/style13.php.
For recipe ideas, there are several books in the BURP
library. Contact Bob Sholtes, and he will bring these to
the January meeting.
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The BURP Institute for
Enlightened Brewing Practices
By Joe Federico, Steve Marler and Robert Stevens
Co-Ministers of Enlightenment

Now that the holidays are over, it is time to focus on
brewing. The Enlightenment committee is here to help
you develop your brewing processes. Many familiar faces
have returned to help organize enlightenment events
this year. At the same time there are many new faces
working to expand the Institutes programs. Joe Federico has joined Robert Stevens and Steve Marler as
Co-ministers of Enlightenment. Aaron Share is going to
continue to lead the BEST group, focusing on hands-on
training and group brews. James Carroll is going to
coordinate the Enlightenment Hour, happy hours that
will feature metro-accessible area bars and pubs. The
first Enlightenment Hour is scheduled for January the 8th
at DC chophouse. Scott Burns, Tom Brodowski,
Hope Okeefe and James Wisnieski have also agreed
to help out. If you are also interested in helping organize
some activities, feel free to join us. We can always use
another person!
The Enlightenment committee held a planning meeting
on December 17th and identified a variety of activities
we would like to focus on this year. We would like to
continue the Brewers Corner and Beer tastings at the
BURP monthly meeting. We also want to organize trainings as opportunities present themselves to meet a variety of members’ interests, and plan to explore how the
more experienced BURP brewers can mentor and encourage others brewers in the club. But most of all, the
committee is interested in increasing member opportunities to talk about brewing and enjoying the fruits of our
labors.
At the January meeting we will be conducting a Brewers Corner in which brewers can bring their beers to
present to a small group. The group will discuss the
beers, brewing questions and make suggestions. Full-on
taste tasting is, of course, strongly recommended!
When you see the one of the committee members, let
them know what kinds of Enlightenment activities you
would like to see organized in the future. We look forward seeing all of you at the meeting, and most importantly…Get those brew kettles a-boiling!
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BURP Prosperity Report
By Mark E. Hogenmiller, (Outgoing) Minister of Prosperity and
Bob Sholtes (Incoming) Minister of Prosperity

End of Year Financials – This year the club spent
$2,530.23 more than it took it in. This was all planned,
as the officers agreed to give back some of the assets in
the form of electrical upgrade at the MASHout site, 30th
anniversary beer, hop buy, beer dinner, increased charity giving and subsidizing the Spirit of Free Beer. However, the club remains in excellent financial standing with
significant cash reserves. Thank you to all who have
been current in paying your membership dues and supporting the club throughout the year with the raffles.
Due to the sensitive nature of the Treasury reports and
the newsletter being in the public domain, Treasury Reports are now posted at the member’s only BURP financial page on the club’s web site. The 2006 – 2012 Financial Report is now posted!
Charity Report for 2012
With the November collections for the Manna Food Center and Food for Others in the amount of $106.00 each,
BURP has collectively donated over $900 along with
matching donations of $400 this second year! We exceed the 2011 amount of $728.50 by $188.00. Thanks
to Bob King (Minister of Raffles and Philanthropy) for
spearheading the raffles this year.
January
March
May
September
November
November

House Of Ruth
National MS Society
American Cancer Society
Pints for Prostates Inc.
Manna Food Center
Food For Others

OVERALL TOTAL 2012
Matching Donations
Grand Total

$84.00
$157.00
$256.00
$207.50
$106.00
$106.00
$916.50
$400.00
$1316.50

Merchandise News - We still have the following available:
BURP Lapel Pins - $3 (make great exchange gifts while
pub crawling)
BURP Euro Style Stickers - $1 (buy one for all of your
cars and kegs)
BURP Beer Mats/Coasters $20/Sleeve of 100
BURP 30th Anniversary T-shirts Sizes M, L, and XL available $10 CLEARANCE SALE now $5
BURP 25th MASHOut T-shirts $10
BURP Titanium Bottle Openers (last a lifetime) - $10.00
BURP members are reminded that all expense submissions must include details. Required details are date,
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exact amount, detailed item description, any special circumstances, and name of person to be reimbursed.
Event coordinators should maintain a spreadsheet for
their project. Correspondence can be sent to me at
prosperity@burp.org .

A Note from the (New) Minister of Prosperity
Hello from your new 2013 Minister of Prosperity – Bob
Sholtes. I don’t have much to report on the financials
side, as the transition is still underway from the outgoing minster, Mark Hogenmiller. I hope to be able to fill
his able shoes and continue the tradition of funding all
of the events and activities BURP provides. I am also
looking forward to combining my ministry roles with that
of Libeerian to expand the depth and breadth of offerings to club members.

News from the Libeerian
The club libeery section of the Burp website has been
updated to make it easier and more convenient to
browse the offerings from the comfort of your own
home/office/barstool. Please visit
http://brew.burp.org/Brewing/ClubLiBeery.aspx to see
the updates. Most of the books now have a link to
Google books. In many cases, there are previews of the
book contents that you can review prior to requesting
the book. Also, next to each book is a link to “Request”
a book from the Libeery. I will bring requested books to
the next club event for your pickup.
The Libeery has recently added three new titles:
§ Yeast: The Practical Guide to Beer Fermentation by
Jamil Zainasheff and Chris White,
§ The Oxford Companion to Beer by Garrett Oliver and
Tom Colicchio, and
§ Tasting Beer: An Insider’s Guide to the World’s Greatest Drink by Randy Mosher
A subscription to the quarterly publication “Beer Connoisseur” will soon be gracing the Libeery shelves as
well.
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MemBeerSip Update
By Howard Michelsen, Minister of MemBeerSip

Club Night
The Hospitality Room
The National Competition

Renew Your BURP Membership Today! Your
membership expires this month!!

Each one of these will require BURP members to brew
and provide lots of beer.

Please take note BURPers: Your membership will expire
on January 31st, 2013 (unless you paid multi-year dues).
Please pay your annual dues as soon as possible, and no
later than January 31st.

The competition is straight-forward. The more members
we have entered, the better chance we have for BURP
members to receive medals. During the conference,
there is a hospitality room where participants can stop in
a grab a beer. BURP will sign-up for a specific day and
time to provide and pour beer. We will need members to
provide beer for the hospitality room and to pour beer
during that time.

To help remind members, you should expect to see a
“please pay BURP dues” email notice soon. The annual
dues stays the same - $15/year for individuals and
$20/year for family (two co-habitating adults).
New this year is the option to renew for 2, 3, 4 or even
5 years. At the five year level, members receive a 10%
discount.
There are several ways to renew your membership rated
in order of ease (for the MemBeerSip Chairman!

)

1. The preferred method of paying your dues is to use
Paypal by logging in to your www.BURP.org account
and clicking Members>Renew Membership.
Scroll all the way down and click on the big button:
“Payment Options”. This will take you to a
webpage where you can pay your dues via PayPal.
2. Bring cash or check (payable to BURP) to the January BURP meeting
3.

Mail a check to:
Minister of MemBeerSip
2419 Fox Creek Lane.
Davidsonville, MD
21035

BURP to Storm the 2013 AHA
Conference
By Steve Marler

The 2013 AHA Conference is being held in Philadelphia
June 27-29. The theme is Brewing up a Revolution.
BURP is planning to storm the conference with a big
showing. To do that we need you to be a part of it.
If you have never been to an AHA Conference, besides
just attending, there are three ways BURP plans to make
its presence known:

Club Night is “The Party”! Club Night showcases some of
the finest homebrews from the clubs in attendance.
Many clubs develop their booth around a theme and
club member wear theme related costumes. Most clubs
serve theme-related food. Some clubs go as far as building complete bars to serve their beers. At the San Diego
Conference, one club built a British Pub to serve their
session beers.
Our new Fearless Leader, Tom Cannon, asked me to
help coordinate Club Night for BURP. I will need the
help of all of you that plan to attend the conference.
This is what we need to have set by the end of the
month:
•

A Theme

•

A Production Coordinator – Oversees theme development and implementation

•

Food Coordinator – Oversees the purchase and
cooking of Club Night food

•

Beer Coordinator – Oversees the production,
and serving of beer

•

Transportation Coordinator – Assists the other
coordinators in getting beer, food, etc. to event.

If you would like to volunteer to be a coordinator or help
out in anyway, please email me.
I believe that many clubs will go with a theme around
historic beers. We need a unique theme that is simple to
implement. I thought we could go the other way and
brew revolutionary beers (new styles). Or we could focus on lagers, since Philly was where the first U.S. lagers
were brewed. If you have a good ideas for a theme or
would like to volunteer, please email me at
steve.marler@verizon.net
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Tiny	
   Ball	
   Lock	
   Keg	
   –	
   Product	
  
Review	
  
By Calvin Perilloux

Is this the smallest ball-lock
beer keg on the market?
Probably so. Is this the most
convenient draft beer container for parties? Maybe. Is this
really a great little keg? Well…
This year there have been
some new entrants to the ball
lock keg market from China,
competing with the old Cornelius kegs and the newer Italian-made kegs from AEB.
It was surely only a matter of time before this happened, and the Chinese have graced us with their usual
engineering and craftsmanship at a low price. One of
these new kegs is an unbranded 1.75 gallon keg that is
available from at least one mail order homebrew shop.
(Several vendors have the very similar 2.5 gallon versions available.)
This is advertised as a 1.75 gallon keg, but you can fit
up to 2 gallons in it if you fill nearly to the gas-in dip
tube. That’s a good size for bringing beer to a party, and
the keg is light and portable and easily fits into a lot of
medium sized coolers. Combine this with a compact
CO2-cartridge dispense system, and the gadgets and the
polished sheen on it will draw homebrewers over to it
like flies to… you know.
And so we get to the down side of this keg. I can only
speculate about the metal quality, but they do claim it to
be 304 stainless, which is fine if true, and it might be.
(Why do I not trust Chinese metal products? Perhaps
it’s the rust on my “stainless steel” grill?) The welding is
a bit sloppy, but only a bit. Call it “hurried”, perhaps,
with cosmetic flaws scratched down from the welder’s
cleanup. No matter what the metal truly is, there’s no
worry about corrosion during shipping or storage while
on way to you because the keg arrives covered with
dust imbedded in a protective oily grime.
The lid fits well, but the feet on the clamp/latch (bale)
are not quite properly positioned, so there is a tendency
for the lid to spring open if the keg is jarred. Fortunately, if there’s pressure in the keg, that pressure keeps the
lid on even if the wire bale springs loose. I’ll eventually
need to bend the feet on the bale to a better angle, but
bending that heavy stainless is not as easy as I thought.
The pressure relief valve is different from the ones we
are used to, and it probably (hopefully!) will release at a
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lower pressure than those on typical ball lock kegs. Not
having tested it, and having little desire to pressure test
a cheap Chinese container with no maximum pressure
rating stamped on it, I dug around and found that these
kegs are rated to 60 psi, which is why I’d guess and
hope that the pressure relief valve is set lower than
normal. The hiss you get out of it is different as well, so
those of us experienced enough to release pressure on a
keg down to, say, 5 psi by sound pitch alone will find
that the skill doesn’t work on this keg!
The gas and liquid posts appear to be conventional ball
lock style and thus replaceable if required. A problematic
item with my keg is that the O-rings on the posts are
hard and undersized just a bit, and this led to some very
obvious CO2 gas leakage, even with Keg Lube™. Perhaps newer versions have better O-rings, but be ready
to replace these O-rings with thicker ones or risk losing
a tank full of CO2 if you leave it on this keg. The poppet
springs are very strong, so you’ll have a hard time releasing gas with just a fingernail on the poppet, but rest
assured that that seal is tight, tight, tight.
Internally, the welding looks “good enough”, and the dip
tubes are fine – kind of. The design has the dip tube
angling down to the bottom, but not to the lowest point
in the keg, so this reduces sediment pickup as long as
your keg and the yeast has settled down for a while.
This will leave three ounces of your beer in there when
the keg is finished, which is not a bad price to pay for
clearer beer. This also means that if you purge your
kegs after cleaning like I do by filling them with Starsan
first and then pushing that out with CO2, you’ll end up
with about three ounces of Starsan in the bottom. You
have to get it out by turning the keg upside down and
using the pressure release valve.
The version of this keg that I bought was not stackable,
but newer ones are, via a pair of heavy wire supports
extending upwards to match the bottom of a similar keg,
and it appears that you can even have beer connections
in place while they are stacked, so this is a nice bonus
for those with small fridges who want several kegs
tapped at once in a tight space.
Overall, I’m pleased to have one of these kegs. Just one.
If the construction and design were better, I might be
interested in using the newer ones for the stackabilitywhile-serving feature, but outside of that, the Italianmade 2.5 gallon kegs are better designed and far, far
better built, and I would rather pay nearly double for the
better Italian ones built by AEB. If you want portability
at a cheap price, though, this one is good to have.

Measured specifications:
Brand Name: None!
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Capacity: 1.75 to 2 gallons
Tare (empty) weight: 4 lb 4 oz
Diameter: 8½ inches
Height: 11¼ inches (top of bale bracket; note that new
stackable models will be taller)
Height when tapped: 125/8 inches
(top of typical beer or gas fitting)

This	
  Month	
  in	
  BURP	
  History	
  
Compiled By Bill Ridgely

10 Years Ago (Jan 2003) –
BURP started the year 2003
right with a meeting at one of
our favorite venues, the home
of Peter & Joyce Long in
Clifton, VA. Those reading this
column over the years know
how I’ve waxed poetic about
this place, with its beautiful
pub room, blazing fireplace,
and large horseshoe bar. The
meeting themes reflected
those of the meeting held the previous year – election of
club officers for the new year and a pale ale competition. An additional event was added this year, however a celebration of the birthday of Scottish poet Robert
Burns (actually Jan 25, but the meeting held on Jan 11
was close enough). BURPer Alison Skeel prepared her
famous haggis for this event, with the traditional neeps
and tatties (mashed turnips and potatoes) accompaniment provided by hostess Joyce Long. Burns’ “Ode to a
Haggis” was recited by BURPer Chris Kirtley. Chris was
an Englishman but close enough to a Scotsman for the
occasion. It was a fine celebration of the life of the Scottish bard (and was accompanied by more than a few
“wee drams” of Scotch malt whisky). The election of
officers was a fairly straightforward affair this time as
there was only one contested office (the History Ministry). When all votes were tabulated, the winners were
announced - Fearless Leader Rick Garvin; Enlightenment Minister (Education) Wendy Aaronson; CoCulture Ministers (Competitions) Tom Cannon & Betsy
Kepler; Truth Minister (Newsletter) Christine Lewis;
Propaganda Minister (Mem-beer-sip) Bob Kepler; Prosperity Minister (Treasurer) Kathy Koch; Co-Web Ministers Jamie & Paul Langlie; and Ministers of History
(Li-Beerians) Pat & Janet Crowe. Outgoing Culture
Ministers Steve Marler & Robert Stevens conducted
the pale ale competition. Several judging tables were
required for this event, which, as always, had a large
number of entries. The final decision was very tough,
but in the end, Pete Ryba took home the gold for his
English Pale Ale (ESB). In 2nd place was Christian
Layke (also with an ESB), and in 3rd Mike Horkan with
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his American Pale Ale. It was the start of another excellent year for the BURP Club!
The Dec 2003 issue of BURP News featured full details
on the upcoming 5th Masters Championship of Amateur
Brewing (MCAB), which BURP would be hosting the following month. Next was a reprinting of Robert Burns’
“Ode to a Haggis”, which was to be recited at the upcoming BURP meeting. Wrapping up the issue was Ben
Schwalb’s list of steps to make “Budmilloors”. It started
with “heat 6 gallons of water from your toilet” and
quickly went downhill from there.
15 Years Ago (Jan 1998) – The January 1998 BURP
meeting, Pale Ale competition, and nomination of officers was held at the Blue ‘N Gold brewpub in Arlington,
VA. Owner and BURP supporter Dan Litwin hosted the
event, which took over the entire mezzanine level of the
brewpub. Outgoing Culture Minister Mark Stevens ably
handled the club competition, rounding up seven judges
to evaluate the large number (exact count unreported)
of entries. The results were: 1st place, Delano Dugarm
(APA); 2nd place, Dave Pyle (Amber Ale); and 3rd
place, Richard Latture (IPA). Nomination of officers for
1998 went off without a hitch as there were no contested positions. However, there was one glitch nobody had
planned for. Fearless Leader candidate Mark Stevens
announced that he was moving out of state so was
forced to remove his name from contention. Exiting
Fearless Leader Tom Cannon graciously threw his hat
into the ring once again to provide continuity. New officer candidates for 1998 included Steve Marler (Finance Minister) and Jay Adams (Culture Minister). Elections were scheduled for the February meeting. A highlight of the meeting was a keg of Swartzbier co-brewed
by Delano Dugarm & Dan Litwin. The beer, named
“P-61 Black Widow”, resulted from Delano’s taking first
place in the Amber and Dark Lager category in the 1997
Spirit of Free Beer competition.
20 Years Ago (Jan 1993) – The tradition of holding
BURP officer elections at the January meeting continued,
with new officers Wendy Aaronson (Pres), Rick Garvin (Education), Tim Artz (Culture), Bruce Feist & Polly Goldman (Truth), Bill Ridgely (Propaganda), Larry
Koch (Finance), and Dot Steller (Information) taking
over for 1993. Outgoing Pres Jim Dorsch used his last
newsletter column to recognize a year of accomplishments, including the first 12 BURP members to pass the
BJCP exam after taking Rick Garvin's excellent preparatory class and the first bulk grain buy for the club, coordinated by Tim Artz. In all, 2,200 pounds of DWC
grain malt were purchased, weighed, and sold to club
members at greatly reduced cost. The amount of work
involved was phenomenal, however, and neither Tim nor
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any other club member ever attempted a mass buy of
this scale again.
25 Years Ago (Jan 1988) – Two main events were
featured at the first BURP meeting of 1988, held at the
home of Katherine Long & Tom Vogl in Silver Spring.
First was the election of officers for the new year.
Founding BURP member Ralph Bucca assumed the
club Presidency after serving in several other officer positions over the years. Second, the club’s annual Stout
Competition (it’s longest continually running competition) was formally judged (and actually registered with
the AHA) for the first time. Bob Frank, Rick Garvin,
and George Rivers (all credentialed by the HWBTA and
AHA) served as judges, and BURPer Steve Lerch won
the competition with an aggregate score of 43.
30 Years Ago (Jan 1983) - The election of BURP officers for 1983 took place at the January meeting. The
winners were Ralph Semler (Pres), Phil Angerhofer
(VP-Projects), Dave McColloch (VP-Programs), Dan
McCoubrey (Secretary), and George Burgess (Treasurer). Annual dues of $10 per person were also collected
at the meeting (Those joining after January were prorated $1 per month). As of January 1983, there were 26
dues paying members in the club. The highlight of the
Jan meeting was a presentation by Joel Greenfeld
(proprietor of Wine Craft in Randallstown, MD) on his
efforts to build Maryland's first brewpub in the Fells
Point section of Baltimore. Joel's biggest hurdle was getting state laws changed to allow this new type of combined operation, and he was receiving a great deal of
opposition from the liquor store lobby (Note: This effort
never panned out, and Sisson's Restaurant in Baltimore
eventually became the first true brewpub in the state).

BeerSmith Series: First Wort Hops
(FWH) in Beer Revisited
By Brad Smith

(This article continues a series in each edition of BURP
News. BURP member Brad Smith authors a regular blog
entitled BeerSmith Home Brewing Blog. Relevant and
timely posts from that space will be republished here
with Brad’s permission. – BURP News Editor)
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What is First Wort Hops?
First wort hopping (FWH) is a technique that goes back
at least a hundred years in Germany, but was originally
used to enhance isomerization (the conversion of alpha
acids that produces the bulk of hop bitterness in
beer). In 1995, Priess, Neuremburg and Mitter published
an article (Brauwelt International, Vol IV, p 308) that
reintroduced the technique. Later authors suggested
that First Wort Hopping could be a replacement for late
hopping, and that aromatic hops that were used for finishing could be used as FWH instead. Most references
also recommend using only low alpha aroma hops for
FWH.
The actual technique is an all grain brewing technique
where at least some hops are added to the boiler during
first runnings of the mash, allowing the hops to steep in
the boiler during the sparge process. These same hops
are left in the boiler as it is heated and boiled, effectively
making them full boil hops.
Estimating FWH Bitterness
For the estimation of bitterness (IBUs), first wort hops
are treated as full boil hops plus about 10%. For a 90
minute boil, we would calculate their contribution as if it
were a 90 min boil and then add 10% to the IBU number. The 10% extra accounts for the fact that the hops
do extract some bitterness during the high temperature steep before the boil.
Even this 10% number has some controversy associated
with it. If you take a beer made exclusively with FWH
and send it off to a lab, you will likely find that the IBU
number is accurate – FWH does produce slightly more
bitterness than the equivalent hops used in the boil
alone.
The controversy arises from the fact that FWH taste
much smoother than an equivalent bitterness level in a
non-FWH beer. The hop flavors are blended in with the
beer flavors better and the majority of beer drinkers prefer the FWH version. So even though the IBUs may be
higher, the perceived bitterness is slightly lower.
Recent Thinking on First Wort Hop Additions

A few years back I wrote an
article on First Wort Hopping
(FWH)- a technique I’ve used
frequently over the years to
brew great beer. While my support for the technique has not
changed, my understanding of it has evolved a bit.

Aside from the IBU controversy, I think first wort hops
use has evolved significantly over the years. When I talk
to top brewers, I find that not only are most of them
aware of FWH but they tell me that they use it frequently in a wide variety of beer styles, and with a wide variety of hop varieties. Because FWH provides a more
smoother hop flavor profile that is well blended with
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other flavors in the beer, it really is appropriate for almost any style of beer where hop flavor is not a dominant component of the style.
Most early references speak of FWH as if it were a substitute for late aroma hop additions. I also think this is
outdated advice. Because FWH are kept in the wort for
the full boil, they are not a good substitute for very late
hop additions. During an average 60-90 minute boil, all
of the delicate hop oils you want to preserve with a late
hop addition are boiled off. The flavor profile you get
from FWH is favorable, but it is simply not the same as
the oils and aroma you get from late hop additions.
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for a hoppy beer like an IPA, the smooth blending of
flavors that occur with FWH can be very desirable for
many styles where hops is not the dominant flavor such
as ales, continental lagers, what beers, Marzen, and
many more.
I urge you to try experimenting with FWH a bit more if
you are an all grain brewer. In my opinion it makes better beer, with a smoother flavor and less harshness. Also, having done quite a few beers now using
exclusively FWH, I believe it can be used with a wide
variety of hops to brew a wide variety of beer styles.

Finally, most article on FWH say it only should be done
with a portion (30% or less) of the hops and only using
low alpha aroma hops. This also is outdated advice. Home brewers are beginning to discover that even
high alpha hops have some great aromas and flavors
that, when used properly, can be added at any stage
during the brewing process. I’ve made well over a dozen
batches with FWH exclusively, particularly for milder
(less hoppy) styles with nothing but positive results.

BURP Doxology
Praise BURP from whom beer blessings flow,
Praise BURP ye brewers here below,
Praise BURP above ye heavenly hosts,
Praise barley, hops and yeast the most
Aaaaaaaaaaa, Drink!
Al Lowry, 1994

Also if you speak to many competitive brewers, you will
find that they are using FWH for large portions of their
hop schedule – some even brewing great beers using
only first wort hops. While this would not be appropriate
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Designated Driver Program
In its quest to promote the safe and responsible enjoyment of
homebrewed beer, BURP is pleased to offer its Designated Driver
Program. If you are a designated driver, you will receive complimentary door prize tickets. Note: Non-alcoholic beverages
are not provided by the club. Please bring your own supply to club events.

BURP News Editor
211 E Oxford Ave.
Alexandria, VA 22301
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Guide for New Members
Bring more beer than you drink; bring more food than you eat.
Find the nametags and put one on. Sample (i.e., drink a small
quantity of) other people’s beers and make constructive comments. Give other people samples of your beer. Chat freely with
the first stranger you meet; that person won’t be a stranger for
long. Don’t drive while intoxicated.

